

Oopsy! Something went wrong!


Type:  expression 

Messages:
invalid variable declaration [
























ColdBox Framework: Should the fwreinit action be protected?




















ColdBox Framework: Should the fwreinit action be protected?





Posted by

Luis Majano



 Dec 06, 2006 00:00:00 UTC





I have had some suggestions for the fwreinit flag to be protected in order to reinitialize the application at hand. What do you think? Is this overkill? The application reinitializes, but it does not crash. It just adds some extra cycles to the request in order to clear and reinit the app.Please send me your comments, suggestions? Should an application reinit, be password protected?
Thanks,
Luis
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Sana
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Hi Luis,

I think it really important to keep our APP more secure. Why we allow site users to reinit our app. some users they just play with these kind of things and keep reinit app.
In my app i am using onAppinit method to call global components + static data queriries and other global static info. so keep reinit the app cause some problem of server timeout and also whole system get very slow.

Thanks
Sana
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Rob Gonda
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If you allow to set a init key and init password is enough. You can set it to a complex password which no user could guess. That's secure enough for me.
p.s. this captcha text is really annoying. Check out Charlie's solution, also default in a latest version of blogCFC
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Luis Majano
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Thanks Rob!!
You are the details man!! jeje.

Will take a look at it.
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* The full robust errors can be seen by switching the coldbox.customErrorTemplate in your configuration file (/config/ColdBox.cfc) to
"/coldbox/system/exceptions/BugReport.cfm" or "/coldbox/system/exceptions/Whoops.cfm" and reloading the application.



